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Abstract: We present a systematic study of the structural and magnetic properties of a series of
powder samples of SrYb2−xErxO4 with different Yb/Er concentrations. Magnetometry and neutron
diffraction have been used to study the magnetic ground states of the compound series, while inelastic
neutron scattering was used to investigate the crystal field excitations for a chosen concentration.
These results show that the crystal structure remains the same for all compositions, while the lattice
parameters increase linearly with the Er content. All compounds showed some type of magnetic
transition below 1 K, however, both the magnetic structure and nature of the phase transition vary
throughout the series. The samples present a non-collinear magnetic structure with the moments
lying on the ab plane for low Er content. For high Er content, the magnetic structure is collinear with
the moments aligned along the c-axis. A critical concentration is found where there is a bifurcation
between zero-field and field-cooled magnetic susceptibility. This irreversible process could be due to
the random mixture of single-ion magnetic anisotropies.

Keywords: lanthanides; single-ion anisotropy; solid-state reaction; magnetic properties; magnetic
frustration

1. Introduction

The chemical properties of the different rare earth elements are very similar, allowing
for mutual solubility [1]. It is possible to percolate different rare earth ions in a single lattice
adjusting the anisotropy parameters and inducing new magnetic properties. The substitute
ion creates a random local field that disturbs the magnetic ground state of the parent
compound, eventually freezing the moments, allowing for another kind of magnetic ground
state to emerge or leading to order–disorder transitions [2–6].

Here, we present a systematic study of the influence of Er-doping in the magnetic
properties of the anisotropic and frustrated antiferromagnet SrYb2O4. SrLn2O4 compounds
(Ln: Yb, Er, Ho, Dy, and Tb between others) are insulating rare-earth magnets, consisting of
two distinct zigzag chains running along the c-axis (see Figure 1). The geometrical charac-
teristics of these compounds, magnetic frustration and low dimensionality, in combination
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with strong single-ion anisotropy, suppress long-range order either totally or partially [7].
The members of this family exhibit unique and very different magnetic ground states,
including the co-existing types of short-range order, incommensurate magnetic structures,
non-collinear magnetic structures, and the absence of magnetic order [8–12]. Magnetic
exchange interactions are different for each zigzag chain, and interactions between the
chains are weak, as it has been reported for SrEr2O4 [13], SrYb2O4 [14], and SrDy2O4[9].
Thus, these systems can be considered as having two independent highly anisotropic zigzag
chains. A consequence is a display of very complex magnetic phase diagrams [14–16].

Figure 1. Visualization of the atomic structure of SrLn2O4. Two different types of zigzag chains—
red (chain 1-Yb1/Er1) and blue (chain 2-Yb2/Er2)—run along the c-axis, and oxygen atoms (in
green) form different octahedra around Yb/Er ions. Sr ions (not shown) fill the columnar cavities.
The drawings were generated using the software VESTA [17].

SrEr2O4 presents long-range magnetic correlations, coupling one of the spin chains
along the c-axis. This order coexists with short-range incommensurate magnetic order for
the second chain [18,19]. This ground state stands in contrast to the magnetic properties
of SrYb2O4, where the long-range magnetic order is formed at 0.9 K, aligning with partial
magnetic moments in the ab plane for both chains in a non-collinear manner. This long-
range order coexists with short-range spin correlations evidenced by the presence of elastic
and inelastic magnetic diffuse scattering [14]. The magnetic properties of ytterbium magnets
with edge-shared octahedra are attracting a lot of interest in the quantum magnetism
community [20,21]. This is due to the large energy separation between the ground state
Kramers doublet of Yb3+ and the first crystal field excited state. This well-isolated ground
state is common in Yb3+-based compounds. This effective spin-only doublet ground state
can host interactions leading to quantum fluctuations irrespective of its composition [22].
This exhibits spin ice states [23], dimerization [24,25], and spin liquid-like behaviour [26].

In this manuscript, an investigation of the influence of randomly substituting Yb using
the Er in SrYb2O4 is presented. This work aims to contribute to the understanding of the
series’ atomic and magnetic structure, single-ion anisotropy and geometric frustration,
by testing how robust are these co-existing types of magnetic order in a percolated sys-
tem. The powder samples of these compounds have been prepared. The DC magnetic
susceptibility as well as the magnetization measurements were performed. The atomic
and magnetic structures are investigated using neutron powder diffraction, while the
Crystal Field (CF) levels scheme is investigated using inelastic neutron scattering (INS).
Our findings indicate that it requires less than 25% Er substitution for it to dominate the
magnetic ground state.

2. Experimental Details

The powder samples of SrYb2−xErxO4 were synthesized by performing a solid-state
reaction. The off-stoichiometric amounts of SrCO3 and Yb2O3 (Er2O3) were thoroughly
mixed in a ratio 1:0.85; 15% extra SrCO3 was found to be necessary for all samples due to
SrCO3 evaporation following [27]. The mixed precursors were pressed into a pellet and
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heated three times for periods of 36 h at 1350◦C with intermediate grindings to achieve a
single phase powder of SrYb2−xErxO4. Multiple measurements were recorded to character-
ize these samples, including squid magnetometry, X-ray, and neutron diffraction. The static
magnetic susceptibility and low-field magnetization were measured using a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device Magnetic Property Measurement System, Quantum
Design at the Laboratory for Magnetic Measurements at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin.
The susceptibility measurements were performed using a field of 1 T over a temperature
range of 2–400 K. The magnetic moment was also measured as a function of the magnetic
field at 2 K and 0.3 K for all the samples. The susceptibility measurements for temperatures
down to 0.3 K were recorded in a Cryogenics Ltd. system. The powder samples were
mixed with stycast. Four copper wires anchored to the coldest spot were used to aid
good thermalization. The stycasted sample was glued using GE varnish onto a silver cold
finger. The data from 0.3 K up to 1.5 K and 2.5 K were obtained by pumping liquid 3He.
The susceptibility was obtained in an applied field of 0.01 T.

To study the atomic structure of SrYb2−xErxO4 (with x = 1, 2, 5, 50%) samples, the fine
resolution powder diffractometer FIREPOD at the BER II reactor at the Helmholtz-Zentrum
Berlin (HZB) was used [28]. An incident neutron wavelength of 1.798 Å was selected
using a Ge(511) monochromator. The data were collected at room temperature with a
counting time of 5 h each. The magnetic structure was studied by means of the powder
neutron diffraction using the neutron diffractometer DMC at PSI [29] for the samples
with x = 1, 5, 25, 50%. A wavelength of 2.45 Å selected using a PG monochromator, was
chosen with the aim of acquiring data at low wave–vector transfers. Counting times of 7
h per temperature per sample were used. The measurements were collected at dilution
temperatures of 40 mK and 10 K, with the aim of subtracting the magnetic signal from the
nuclear contribution (at 10 K). The inelastic neutron scattering experiments were performed
on a polycrystalline sample of SrYb2−xErxO4 (with x = 10%) mass 3.9 g at 5 K and 220 K.
The direct geometry neutron Time-of-Flight (TOF) instrument MAPS at ISIS-RAL [30] was
used to perform these measurements. It was operated in two multi-rep modes yielding two
incident energies (Ei) 28 meV and 160 meV using the sloppy chopper operated at 400 Hz.
For convenience, the notation ErX%, where X denotes the substituted percentage, is used
in this manuscript to refer to the Er-substituted percentage.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural Characterization

The atomic structure of SrYb2O4 and SrEr2O4 consists of nonmagnetic Sr2+ ions filling
the columnar cavities of a network of edge- and corner-shared LnO6 octahedra. These
octahedra form a distorted honeycomb-like structure in the ab plane. The rare-earth ions
are arranged in zigzag chains running parallel to the c-axis. Each chain contains only one of
the two crystallographically independent rare-earth ions. A schematic figure of the atomic
structure projected onto the bc plane is shown in Figure 1.

Powder neutron diffraction patterns acquired on FIREPOD at room temperature are
shown in Figure 2. The patterns were refined using the Rietveld method in FULLPROF [31].
The crystal structure was refined successfully for all samples in the space group Pnam
(No. 62), in agreement with the published atomic structures of the parent compounds
SrYb2O4 and SrEr2O4. The resulting lattice parameters and R-factors are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Observed, calculated, and difference profiles from the Rietveld refinement of the FIREPOD
data collected at room temperature for all samples. The calculated patterns (red lines) are compared
with the observed ones (black dots). The blue line represents the difference between them and the
green bars indicate the (h,k,l) positions.

Table 1. Lattice parameters, occupations, and R-factors obtained from the refinement of the FIREPOD
data (for Er1%, Er2%, Er5%, and Er50%) at room temperature and DMC data (for Er25%) at 10 K.

SrYb2−xErxO4 a(Å) b(Å) c(Å) OccYb1 (%) OccYb2 (%) OccEr1 (%) OccEr2 (%) R

x = 1% 9.9923(2) 11.7758(2) 3.358(5) 99(1) 99(1) 0(1) 1(1) 3.56
x = 2% 9.992(3) 11.775(3) 3.3586(7) 102(2) 93(2) −2(2) 7(2) 3.43
x = 5% 9.994(2) 11.781(3) 3.3600(6) 87(5) 96(2) 12(2) 4(2) 3.66
x = 25% 10.00(1) 11.79(1) 3.3648(2) 75(5) 70(2) 25(2) 29(2) 5.61
x = 50% 10.02(2) 11.821(3) 3.3734(6) 55(2) 49(2) 44(2) 50(2) 2.96

The unit cell expands as more Er is introduced to the structure. The total expansion
for Er50% is of 1.6% from a total cell volume of from 393.0132(2) Å3 [14] to 399.40(2) Å3.
The dependence of the lattice parameters as a function of the Er content is linear as it is
shown in Figure 3a.

The Er ion was found to occupy both crystallographic positions. The neutron scattering
lengths for the Er and Yb ions are different enough to refine site occupations from FIREPOD
(7.79 fm for Er and 12.41 fm for Yb). The refined values are consistent with the ratios
calculated for the solid-state reaction during sample preparation. The occupations are listed
in Table 1. Malkin et al. [13] have reported the possibility of the rare-earth ion occupying
the Sr position. However, we do not find evidence for this in our samples within the
experimental capabilities of the chosen methods.
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Figure 3. (a) Lattice parameters as a function of Er content extracted from the refinement of FIREPOD
data (for Er1%, Er2%, Er5%, and Er50%) at room temperature and DMC data (for Er25%) at 10 K.
Lattice parameters for Er0% and Er100% were from [7]. (b) Percentage of variation of interatomic
distances as a function of Er content, extracted from the refinement of neutron powder diffraction
patterns collected on FIREPOD data at room temperature.

As described earlier, an off-stoichiometric mix of the initial reactants was needed to
avoid an excess of Yb2O3. In order to ensure that the impurity phase was nonexistent in
our final samples, the phase was refined in addition to the expected structure. It was found
that such impurities constitute much less than 1% of the total sample mass.

Figure 3b shows the variation of the interatomic distances as a function of the Er
content in comparison with the interatomic distances in SrYb2O4. These distances have
been extracted from the results of the refinement of the neutron powder diffraction patterns
collected on FIREPOD at room temperature. The changes within these characteristic atomic
distances are not linear with the doping ratio of the Er ions, but there are abrupt changes
for the Er contents between 5% and 10%. The biggest change is seen in the distance along
the zigzag for chain 2. The overall changes in the ab plane compensate to cause the average
relative deviation from a perfect honeycomb structure to be constant. None of the zigzag
chains are equilateral triangles in any of these compounds.

We find that the deviations from the perfect oxygen octahedra surrounding both chains
are not as big as the deviations reported for SrTb2O4 [12] or SrDy2O4 [9] and that these do
not change significantly when introducing Er to the structure.
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3.2. Magnetic Properties
3.2.1. Single-Ion Anisotropies

A characteristic playing an important role in the nature of the unconventional magnetic
ground states in this family of compounds is that they appear to present different single ion
anisotropy for each Ln3+ site and therefore host different magnetic ground states per chain.
Experimental studies and calculations support this idea for SrEr2O4 [13], SrDy2O4 [9],
and SrYb2O4 [32]. The lanthanide ions are surrounded by the distorted oxygen octahedra,
the site symmetry for both inequivalent sites is monoclinic, C1h, and is characterized by
a single mirror plane perpendicular to the c-axis. Malkin et al. [13] find that, for SrEr2O4,
the easy axis of the magnetization is parallel to the chain direction (along the c-axis) for
Er1, and is perpendicular to the chain direction for Er2. A similar behaviour is reported
in the case of SrDy2O4, where site 1 has an easy axis anisotropy along the c-axis and site
2 has an easy axis in the ab plane [9]. In SrTm2O4, site 1 has an easy axis anisotropy and
site 2 has easy plane anisotropy both lying in the ab plane [33]. These studies report a
non-obvious symmetry correspondence between the suggested anisotropy and the oxygen
atom positions surrounding the magnetic ions.

In the case of SrEr2O4, the ground multiplet 4I15/2 of Er3+ is split into eight Kramer’s
doublets for low point symmetry, and the bandwidth extends up to 28 meV [13]. In the case
of SrYb2O4, the ground multiplet 2I7/2 of Yb3+ splits in 4 Kramer’s doublets. The inelastic
neutron scattering measurements reported in [32] show three excited modes for both Yb
sites. The ground state Γ6 is well isolated with a gap next to the excited state of about
25.86 meV for both sites. Precise CF parameters for the SrYb2O4 that can describe inelastic
neutron scattering and magnetic susceptibility results have not been reported; therefore,
the single-ion anisotropy is still unknown.

Powder INS spectra measured for the Er10% are presented as a function of energy
transfer (∆E) in Figure 4a,b. These data were collected at 5 K with incident energies 28
and 160 meV; the presented figure was obtained by integrating the wave–vector transfer
dependent data in the range 1–2 Å−1. In this figure, the crystal field (CF) levels reported
for Er3+ in SrEr2O4 [13] are marked with red arrows, whereas the levels reported for
Yb3+ in SrYb2O4 are marked with blue arrows. This shows that below 28 meV, all the
levels correspond to Er3+ (Figure 4b), whereas, above 28 meV, all levels correspond to Yb3+

(Figure 4a). The perfect one-to-one correspondence to the parent compounds CF levels
suggest that, within the measured energy and temperature scale, there are no significant
effects due to ion substitution.
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Figure 4. Powder INS spectra measured at 5 K with incident energies 160 meV (a) and 28 meV (b) in
Er10%. Arrows correspond to CF energy levels reported for Er3+ (red arrows) [13] and Yb3+ (blue
arrows) [32] ions in parent compounds SrEr2O4 and SrYb2O4 respectively.
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3.2.2. Magnetic Susceptibility and Magnetization

DC magnetic susceptibility has been measured for all samples in two temperature
ranges, sub-kelvin regime, and 4He regime up to 400 K. The high-temperature regime (see
Figure 5a) shows a paramagnetic behaviour for all samples. No sign of magnetic transition
is seen above 5 K for all samples, and all curves show a paramagnetic behaviour. The
DC susceptibility as well as the magnetization measurements as a function of field (see
Figure 5b) show that the magnetic moment of each sample increases as a function of the Er
content. Such behavior is expected as Er3+ (9.5 µB) has a bigger ionic moment than Yb3+

(4.5 µB). Between 2 K and 5 K, there is a change in the DC-susceptibility slope for the 0%,
1%, and 2% of Er. This could be due to short-range magnetic correlations as it has been
observed in SrYb2O4 [14].

Figure 5. (a) DC inverse magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature for an external magnetic
field of H = 1 T for all powder samples. (b) Magnetic moment as a function of the external magnetic
field at 2 K. Data for SrYb2O4 and SrEr2O4 are from [14] and [7], respectively.

The Curie–Weiss temperatures were extracted from the susceptibility data for tem-
peratures above 250 K; these values are shown in Figure 6. All values are negative, thus
indicating the AFM nature of the magnetic interactions for all samples. The Curie–Weiss
temperature is clearly reduced when the Er content is increased. However, it is important
to notice that, at these temperatures, the susceptibility has contributions from thermally
populated Yb CF levels (highest CF for Yb: 930 K and for Er:160 K), thus overestimating the
strength of these interactions.

Figure 5b shows the magnetic moment for all samples as a function of the external
magnetic field at 2 K. The moment has been normalized to the saturation moment expected
for the total multiplet. All samples are far away from saturation in the measured field
range, which is expected from the high-lying CF levels. There is no magnetic hysteresis
detected at this temperature for any sample.
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Figure 6. Curie–Weiss temperature and frustration factor as a function of Erbium content. Data for
the SrYb2O4 have been collected from [14] and, for SrEr2O4, have been collected from [18].

The low-temperature susceptibility data are shown in Figure 7. All samples present
magnetic transition-like features below 1 K. Only the samples with 25 and 50% of the Er
content present sharp transitions. The features in the susceptibility curve of the samples
with lower Er content are much broader, especially the one with Er5%. This transition could
be linked to short-range correlations. All the measurements were collected at zero field
cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC). A bifurcation between the ZFC and FC susceptibility
is only visible for the Er 10% sample starting at 1 K. This behaviour could be linked to a
formation of a spin frozen state. Additionally, this sample presents a change in the slope of
the susceptibility at 0.55 K; this change could be linked to a lower phase transition due to a
re-alignment of the Yb or Er spins.
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Figure 7. Low-temperature DC-magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature for all samples
at 0.01 T.
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A frustration factor has been calculated as the ratio between the Néel temperature and
the Curie–Weiss temperature. This result is plotted in Figure 6. The magnetic frustration is
calculated to be much higher for the sample with 5% Er to later decrease. The frustration
factor decreases as a function of the Er content, which can be due to the average deviation
from a perfect equilateral triangle within zigzag chain 1 for the samples with 25% and 50%
and/or due to the CF-level contributions to the high-temperature susceptibility for the
samples with higher Yb contents.

3.2.3. Magnetic Structure

Neutron powder diffraction patterns were collected for samples with 1%, 5%, 25%,
and 50% Er content, at two temperatures, 40 mK and 10 K, on DMC. The data for other
concentrations are not available. The high-temperature patterns (10 K) were used to subtract
the nuclear component from the low-temperature patterns (40 mK). The resultant patterns
correspond to the magnetic contribution to the scattering signal and were refined using
FULLPROF [31]. Figure 8 shows all the magnetic components of all patterns for four
samples of the series. The patterns have been shifted in the y-axis for better comparison.
The patterns from the 1% and 5% samples are not that different from the pure Yb sample;
however, the 25% and 50% samples are very different and closer to the structure of the pure
Er sample.

Figure 8. DMC powder pattern, low temperature (40 mK)–10 K data for four samples. The patterns
have been shifted in intensity for comparison. The expected reflections for magnetic structures with
k = [0, 0, 0] are marked in the figure as red lines. Straight horizontal lines are a guide for the eye
referring to the expected flat background. The intensity above this line is magnetic in origin.

The refinements of all patterns were produced assuming a magnetic propagation
vector of k = [0, 0, 0]. There is only one peak that does not coincide with this propagation
vector and it belongs to the 25% sample at a d-spacing of: 4.86 Å (2θ = 29.1◦). This wave
vector corresponds to a non-commensurable position, but there are no additional magnetic
peaks on the incommensurate positions. Therefore, we cannot draw the conclusion of a
coexistent magnetic structure. For the refinement, we have used two different models,
while, for the 1% and 5%, we have used the model reported for the pure Yb sample: with
the two modes: Ax and Gy [14]. These correspond to relative orders of (+−+−)along the
a-axis and (+−−+) along the b-axis for the four equivalent Yb3+/Er3+ ions. The magnetic
moments lie in the ab−plane, and the two nonequivalent Yb3+/Er3+ sites have different-
sized ordered moments. The total ordered moment is significantly reduced in comparison
to the total available moment for both ion concentrations. This magnetic structure is
denoted here as AFM I. Table 2 lists all the refinement results for all studied samples.
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Table 2. Moments along the different crystallographic directions for 1, 5, 25, and 50% samples.
Obtained from the refinement of DMC results.

SrYb2O4 [14] µx µy µz

Yb1 3.37(5) 1.9(1) 0.00
Yb2 0.81(5) 2.0(1) 0.00

SrYb2−xErxO4, x = 1% µx µy µz

Yb1/Er1 1.2(1) 0.6(3) 0.00
Yb2/Er2 0.2(1) 0.5(3) 0.00

Rmag 17.94

SrYb2−xErxO4, x = 5% µx µy µz

Yb1/Er1 0.9(3) 0.1(3) 0.00
Yb2/Er2 0.6(3) 0.5(3) 0.00

Rmag 20

SrYb2−xErxO4, x = 25% µx µy µz

Yb1/Er1 0.00 0.00 0.3(3)
Yb2/Er2 0.00 0.00 0.6(3)

Rmag 22.42

SrYb2−xErxO4, x = 50% µx µy µz

Yb1/Er1 0.00 0.00 0.26(5)
Yb2/Er2 0.00 0.00 1.11(5)

Rmag 19.52

SrEr2O4 [18] µx µy µz

Er1 0.00 0.00 4.5
Er2 0.00 0.00 0.5

For the samples with 25% and 50% Er content, the magnetic structure is very different,
being represented best by the GZ mode. This was reported previously to describe the
magnetic order in SrEr2O4 [18]. It corresponds to the relative order (++−−). In this case,
the moments have no component on the ab plane but only along the c-axis. The ordered
magnetic moment for the two different positions is very different from each other. This
model comes closer to the model for the pure Er sample, where only one of the two sites
orders along the c-axis. This magnetic structure is denoted here as AFM II.

Four magnetic models are proposed for these four samples. These are sketched in
Figure 9. Apart from the well-defined magnetic Bragg peaks, there is a diffuse component
that strongly increases for the 25% and 50% samples. The expected flat background has been
marked as horizontal lines in Figure 8; the intensity above the lines is magnetic in origin,
with two components, short- and long-range magnetic order. This diffuse component has
a maximum around the (1, 2, 0) and (2, 0, 0) and it indicates that there is an enhancement
of the short-range magnetic correlations for these compounds. These positions are in
agreement with [19], where diffuse scattering is seen near these Bragg peaks. However, due
to the powder origin of the measured data, we cannot attribute the scattering to short-range
stripes, as is the case for the Er [19], Dy [34], and Ho samples [11].

All main results, along with the Néel temperatures are summarized in the phase
diagram shown in Figure 9b. There is a critical Yb/Er content linked to a phase transition
between the two magnetic structures going through a possible intermediate spin frozen
state. Higher values of Er concentration induced a realignment of all moments along the
easy axis for Er1, due to its large moment.
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b)

Figure 9. (a) Proposed magnetic structures for Er1%, Er5%, Er25%, and Er50% samples. The red circles
represent Yb1/Er1 ions and the blue circles represent Yb2/Er2. Magnetic moment directions and
lengths are represented by red arrows. The drawings were generated using the software VESTA [17].
(b) Magnetic phase diagram as a function of temperature and Er content. The blue squares represent
the estimated critical temperatures, obtained from the magnetic DC susceptibility analysis. The data
point for Er10% indicates the bifurcation in the susceptibility, SF indicates the hypothesis of a spin–flip
or spin glass state for this concentration. The triangle represents the Néel temperature extracted
from heat capacity measurements for SrYb2O4 [14]. Critical temperatures for SrEr2O4 were extracted
from [18].

4. Conclusions

We present a systematic study of the influence of Er-doping in the structural and
magnetic properties of SrYb2O4. We find that the atomic structure remains the same
for the whole doping range, while the lattice parameters increase linearly with the Er
content as expected due to the different ionic sizes. This brings small changes in the
interatomic distances. The largest distance change is within the zigzag chain 2, possibly
indicating a release in the original geometric frustration, which is reflected in a reduction
in the frustration factor for high Er concentrations. All the samples show some type of
magnetic transition below 1 K. Er1% and Er5% order in a similar fashion to the SrYb2O4
pristine sample, which is a non-collinear structure where the moments lie on the ab plane.
The ordered moment of the Yb2/Er2 is smaller than the one for Yb1/Er1. The refined total
magnetic moment is surprisingly reduced for these two concentrations, which is in contrast
to the magnetization that indeed increases as a function of the Er content as is expected
from the larger available ionic moment. It is also important to notice that the frustration
factor peaks for those concentrations as it approaches the Er 10% concentration that appears
as critical, thus showing a bifurcation between ZFC and FC susceptibility. The magnetic
ordered structure is different for higher concentrations. A further detailed investigation
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of this particular concentration is needed. Single crystals of this concentration have been
grown and diffraction work is being carried out. The samples with higher Er contents
present a magnetic ordered structure similar to the pristine sample SrEr2O4. In the case
of Er25%, both Yb/Er sites carry a moment, but this is much more reduced for Yb2/Er2.
For Er50%, the magnetic ordered moment on Yb2/Er2 is zero, as is the case of SrEr2O4.
This reduction in the moment for the Yb2/Er2 site can be linked to the increased magnetic
diffuse scattering, suggesting that these compounds might present a co-existent short-range
order. Further single-crystal diffuse scattering experiments will be necessary to validate the
statement. Furthermore, it is noticed how the increased concentration of Er ions strengthens
the ferromagnetic interactions for the Er1 chain. These are evident in the AFM II phase,
where the spins choose FM alignments within the zigzag legs. This could be a reflection of
both the frustration reduction and the effect of single-ion anisotropy, which favours the
ab plane for Yb and the c-axis for the Er1 moments. Our INS results for the chosen Er10%
sample show no changes in the CF schemes of these two ions, indicating a preservation
of the single-ion anisotropy for at least this concentration. This result is in agreement
with other studies that report little or no change in the CF levels schemes and single ion
anisotropies in magnetic percolated systems or diluted magnets [35].
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